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Mae Y om National Park: 
A Precious National Botanical Treasure1 

よF. MaxwelP 

Introduction 

Mae Yom National Park， located in the northem part of Phrae Province， northem 
Thailand， has the last natural teak (Tectona grandis L.f.， Verbenaceae) forest in Thailand. 
Much of this forest is threatened by the proposed Kaeng Sua Ten Dam which would create 

a reservoir of c. 66 km2， thereby submerging everything natural from c. 160-258 m. The 
日即位icityGenerating Authority of Thailand (EGAT)， and later the Royal Irrigation 
Department， have been promoting this dam since 1982; however， lack of funding plus 
conservation issues have， so far， prevented construction. Illegal logging is rampant in出e

national park since various powerful and otherwise influential vested interests are trying 

to remove as m加 Ylogs as possible before the dam is built. Greed， co町uption，and 

environmental ignorance have caused over 85% of Thailand to be deforested-most1y 

during this century. What little is left， reg訂dlessof its potential economic gain， must be 
preserved and considered a national treasure-inviolable from further desecration. Some 

basic紅 gumentsfor preservation， which have never been considered by forest exploiters 
and dam proponents， will be presented here. 

Background 

The many values and benefits of the flora in Mae Yom National Park have not been 

studied in detail; however， a general idea of the topic is discussed here. The most 

important requirement for ascertaining this information is a detailed floristic and vegetational 

study along with various other ecological parameters-a project which has yet to be done 

there and which would take at least two years of detailed work. In general， the vegetation 

in Mae Yom National Park is dominated by primary， deciduous， seasonal， hardwood forest 

with much bamboo. 百】edominant tr，田 speciesin血ishabitat is teak， which has been 
exploited there for many ye紅 sfor its valuable wood. Fire is common in this kind of forest 

during the hot-dry season (March-May) and the extent of this forest ranges from c. 180-
500 m elevation. Above c. 500 m the forest becomes more evergreen， i.e. seasonal， mixed 
evergreen + deciduous hardwood forest with less bamboo. Riverine flora is found along 
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the Mae Yom River. The northem part of the park， i.e. south of Chiang Muan， has a 
secondary kind of forest， i.e. deciduous， seasonal， dipteroc紅 p-oakhardwood forest which 
has developed where the deciduous hardwood (teak) forest has been clear-cut. The 
bedrocks in the park include， granite， limestone， and shale， which have had no influence 
on the kind of vegetation present. The quality of the soil， including its depth and moisture 
content， have yet to be studied there. This parameter has had a direct effect on the kind 
and quality of the forests in the area. 

Values 

Biologically， the most important value of the plants in Mae Yom National Park is 
ecological in which all life there is dependent on a stable ecosystem. Disruption of the 
配 osystem，which is very obvious in many places (due to logging， agricultural activities， 
villages， etcよhascaused degradation of stable systems， resulting in erosion， decline in 
biodiversity， increase in temperature and flooding， as well as a rapid decline in the 
usefulness of the紅白. Forest exploiters， from mushroom and bamboo shoot gatherers to 
ruthless tree cutters， rarely if ever consider what effects their activities have on the forest， 
while any血ingdealing with conservation or sustainability is rarely considered. The effects 
of disrupting natural systems， e.g. food webs， reproductive cycles， decomposition， hydro-
logical cycles， etc.， are known to have vast and mostly unanticipated effects on forests and 
rivers which very often cannot be controlled or rectified. Once an area is bumed by a 
hunter， for example， to either trap or shoot animals， not only is the vegetation going to 
change， but also soil erosion will increase while soil quality decreases. All natural 
organisms in Mae Yom National Park紅 evaluable， some more obviously so than others. 
The forest is thousands of ye紅 sold and has， through evolution and stability， developed 
into what was a pristine area until people moved into the area during the last century. 
While actual scientific research is lacking for the area， many general prernises can be made 
based on research in other places. 

Regional Deforestation 

Northem Thailand has suffered from commercial timber exploitation for over a 
century. Many of the cut訂 eashave not recovered for， example in Lampoon-Lampang 
Provinces， where the present vegetation is a pathetic scrub， dipterocarp-oak or even 100% 
bamboo scrub facies. As a result of uncontrolled logging without reforestation， Mae Y om 
National Park is the last紅'eawhere intact， albeit disrupted， seasonal， deciduous， hardwood 
(teak) forest can be found in Thailand. Teak plantations are common， but they are not a 
substitute for an established and stable ecosystem. Unlike a garden or an orchard， a teak 
forest cannot be planted since it involves all aspects of the forest ecosystem which cannot 
be duplicated artificially. Therefore， since this deciduous， hardwood， (teak) forest is the 
last in Thailand， it must be conserved and protected to appreciate its numerous benefits 
and values. Loss of the forest， or even p訂 tof it， by the proposed Kaeng Sua Ten Dam， 
would be a biological， ecological， and national disaster. 
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Reforestation 

If a sincere and biologically acceptable programme for reforestation of lowland forest 
is to be made in Thailand， foresters and botanists must cooperate and agree on how to 
actually reforest an area. Until now， regardless of the sincerity of various replanting 
schemes， none has been done properly. To recreate a forest， we need to know what 
vegetation was there originally， the distribution and niches of the various species， and their 
relative quantities. The teak forest at Mae Yom National Park is the last place in Thailand 
where this information is available. Further degradation of this area can only lead to a void 
in scientific knowledge which cannot be gained elsewhere in Thailand. 

Gene BankIPools 

Supply of seeds， seedlings， and native soil for reforestation projects must come from 
an area similar to the planting site. As most of northern Thailand's lowland forest was 
originally similar to that now found at Mae Yom National Park， this remaining forest must 
be conserved for future research. Genetic diversity in plantations is far less than that found 
in prim紅 y，undistubed forest. Teak trees in plantations have been selected and developed 
for wood prodution， not biodiversity， and compared to natural populations are genetically 
much less diverse. A comparison can be made with cattle， for example， which have been 
selected and bred for meat， while other aspects have been ignored， e.g. resistance to 
diseases and longevity. These animals would not be able to survive in natural habitats and 
have been developed only to satisfy food demands of people. 

Medicinal Plants 

People have been using plants for medicinal pu叩osesfor thousands of years. Many 
useful drugs have been made by chemists based on natural chemicals and new chemical 
compounds are being found frequently in plants and animals which have previously never 
been tested medically. An inventory of the medicinal plants in Mae Yom National Park 
is desired， especially in the area to be flooded， since some species may be r訂eor endemic 
and， therefore， lost if the habitat is destroyed by continued logging or flooding. Ideally， 
all plants there should eventually be studied by phytochemists since there are many more 
chemical compounds awaiting discovery and research in the know flora. Loss of even one 
species due to flooding is undesirable. When any plants or animals become extinct it is 
a great loss to biodiversity， subsequent stability of the ecosystem concerned， and medical 
science. Since it has taken thousands of years for species to evolve and adjust to habitats， 

once they become extinct the potential of each is lost forever. Short-sighted economic 
gains， e.g. logging and even dubious engineering projects with known environmental 
shortcomings， such as dams， should not be considered more important than plant conser-
vation and forest research. The future values of intact forests have yet to be determined 
and their loss is something that no amount of money or political manouvering can replace， 

compensate for， or recreate. 
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Food Sources/Food Chains 

Insects， snakes， birds， mammals， etc. all require the forest to survive. In addition to 
providing suitable habitats， the forest is also a source of food-from primary producers to 
predators. Disruption of one phase in this system will adversely affect other organisms. 
For example， many flowers produce nectar which is collected by bees and made into 
honey. If a canopy tree or ground herb whose flowers at住actinsects or produces fruits 
which紅 eeaten by birds is disturbed， two major components in the food web are disrupted， 
especially if the population of the tree or herb is destroyed. Furthermore， the loss of the 
tree， which provides habitats for other species and food for animals is. in tum. detrimental 
to the stability of the forest since a major link in血eforest ecosystem has been destroyed. 
τ'he loss of this fruitJseed producing tree also has other effects on the distribution of its 
seeds in the forest which are required for continuation of forest populations as well as food 
for rodents. Contrary to official Royal Forest Department regulations. collection of forest 
products by villagers is not damaging to the forest as long as it not done on a commercial 
or ecologically damaging scale. Mushrooms. bamboo shoots. honey. wild fruits. leaves. 
rhizomes. etc. have been used by people since they appe紅'edin Asia. and until forest 
products became commercially exploited during this century. no great damage was done 
to most forested areas. Plants at Mae Yom National Park have been the major source of 
food for many animal species， e.g. gibbons and elephants. for thousands of years and have 
coexisted with people， but many plant communities have been completely altered and in 
some instances completely de町 oyedby the harmful activities of people not directly reliant 
on the forest for their livelihoods. 

RecreationAducational Values 

Natural places are becoming increasing scarce in northem Thailand due to the 
demands of people to make or expand villages. agricultural areas. and industrial enter-
prises. Exploitation of natural resources and pollution of water sources by siltation. 
pesticides. factory wastes. etc. all contribute to the degradation of natural places.τ'here 
are still some people who have not completely abandoned or forgotten nature who still find 
it relaxing or educational to actually walk in a natural area. There is a need to conserve 
these places. e.g. wildlife sanctuaries and national parks. from degradation or“develop-
ment" since they紅 ebiologically fragile and impossible to recreate. The loss of natural 
places is permanent and they cannot be replaced. reg紅 dlesswhat various “experts" and 
politicians claim. The comparison between a teak forest and teak plantation would be the 
same as between a flowing stream with clear water叩 da chemically treated. i.e. polluted. 
swimming pool. 

Scientific Research 

Natural scientists. including geologists. zoologists. botanists. and ecologists. often 
require pristine紅 easin which to do research. In Mae Yom National Park the opportunities 
to study plants and plant ecology訂evast and will be available only as long as the forest 
remains intact. Flooding the core of the national p紅 kwill not only destroy many 
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'Opp'Ortunities t'O d'O 'Original research， but als'O disrupt areas in the p釘 k白atare ab'Ove the 
fl'O'Od z'One. Much w'Ork remains t'O be d'One in such紅 easin all aspects 'Of natural science. 
The basic dilemma c'On合ontingc'Onservati'Onists and natural scientists is that the last teak 
f'Orest in Thailand is under伽側'Ofdestructi'On by a dam p吋ect.百leau血'Oritiesmust 
decide whether the intrinsic and practical values 'Of the natural f'Orest， including scientific， 
recreati'Onal， and vari'Ous unkn'Own future benefits，紅eless important than a dam c'Ons佐uc-
ti'On project. Dams have an effective life span 'Of perhaps 25 years and， c'Onsidering 'Other 
dams inτ'hailand， pr'Ovide dubi'Ous benefits in fl'O'Od c'On町'01，祉rigati'On，p'Ower pr'Oducti'On， 
and durability. 

Epilogue 

Rampant destructi'On， devastati'On with impunity， and infinite avarice釘 e血ecauses 'Of 
the l'Oss 'Of s'O much 'Of Thailand's natural heritage. This m'Onumental disaster will c'Ontinue 
unabated until everything 'Of immediate value is plundered. The intended sacrifice 'Of the 
teak f'Orest in Mae Y'Om Nati'Onal Park is just an'Other example where virulent and 
envir'Onmentally rapaci'Ous c'Oncepts 'Of “devel'Opment"釘'ef'Orced 'On nature. Alth'Ough the 
adverse e古田ts'Of def'Orestati'On， c'Onstructi'On， p'Olluti'On， and p'Opulati'On increase are 
'Obvi'Ous， it is ast'Ounding h'Ow little， has been d'One t'O c'Ontr'Ol these pr'Oblems. It is indeed 
quite amazing as well as infuriating that si凶sterf'Orces in“'Official" p'Ositi'Ons still intend 
t'O c'Ontinue their evil schemes under the guise 'Of “devel'Opment" at the expense 'Of nature 
with'Out any regard f'Or the envir'Onmental c'Onsequences 'Of their activities. 
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